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BACTERIUM ESCHERICHIA COLI 

R. Lowry,Dodsen 
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Introduction 

i 

Certain advantages present themselves in working with microorgan~sms 

in investigations of mechanisms mediating radiation effects, chief among which 

are that (1) enormous numbers of individuals. may be .used in single experiments ' 

thus giving immediate statistical advantage, and (2) the physical', physiological 

and biochemical conditions are less complic~ted than in higher forms, and m~ · 

be more readily controlled experimentally. Most studies of the effects of 

rf'diation on bacteria have centered on lethal actions sincE! c_!J.B;nge_s ·in numbers 

of viable organisms are in general readilJr determined by standard bacterio-

logical techniques. 

In ~930 W,yckoff (1, 2, 3) proposed, from the slopes of survival curves 

obtained with .Escherichia coli subjected to irradiation with cathode rays and 

. x-r~s of various wave lengths, that a single event process in eaCh bacterial 

cell was responsible for death of the bacterium. This interpretation of the 

exponential survival curves obtained in irradiation experiments was more 

precisely developed _into the target hypothesis by Lea, Haines and Coulson (4) 

in 1936. They presented. theoretical and ~xperimental evidence for the sq

called target theory mechanism of action of ionizing radiations in producing 

let~ effects-in bacteria. The target .theory was subsequently discussed . . 

further by others (see for··extpi~ple Timofeef-Ressovsky (5)) and perhaps most 

completely expounded by Lea in 194~. (6). 
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This theory, in the.one-hit form, postulates a specially sensitive and 

strategic volume or site within the protoplasm of the cell in which, or in the 

immediate vicinity of v~ich a si~le event--usualiy assumed to be an 

ionization--will produce ·death of the individual cello . Such a first order 
' 

reaction mechanism leads quite naturally to· the exponential survival curves 

which are obtained in lethality experiments with ionizing radiations on 

ba~teriao Lea (6) examined reportea. deviations from exponential survival, 

and presented arguments for their.being artifacts due to various technical 

phenomena which may occur .in the conduct of such experim~ntso The target 

~heory may be generalized to include the necessity of multiple hits in a 

target' multiple targets' 'spread of effect on an' ionization' uncertain target 

boundaries, and other factors which alter the results to be expected on the 

basis of'a single target~-single hit mechanism (see Lea (6) for general dis-

cussion of these various aspects of the target t~eory)o 

Indirect action on the bacterialcell by way of active radicals and 

hydrogen peroxide resulting from ionization of water (7) has seemed to be · 

unimportant in the· killing of Ee coli since survival curves are exponential 

and concentration of organisms has been reported not to alter the effectiveness 

of irradiation (6)o ''However, the importance of these indirect actions in 

produciQg· changes iii ~nzymes in vitro (8, 9), would suggest.on general grounds 

the possibility that they might act to modif.r the single hit mechanismso . . ' 

When Witkin in 1946 (10) described a naturally occurring radiation 

resistant IIIUtant .. strain B/r of the colon bacillus Escherichia coli strain . B i 

it seemed desir,able to examine these two'closely related bacteria with regard 

to the .nature of the altered radiation sensitivity and thus perhaps gain 
. ' 

additional'insight fnto the mech~ism of· the radiation effectso 

This paper deals 'nth lethality studies on strains B and B/r irradiated 

with x-rays, deuterons, and alpha particleso 
• 

, 
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Methods 

Bacteriological 

Agar slant cultures of strains B and B/r were kindly supplied by 

Dr. Witkin.. In all of the experiments reported here the organisms were 

handled in the following manner: sixteen to twenty-four hour aerated broth 

cultures were grown to their maxinmm titers of approximately 2 x r.o9 and 109 

bacteria per cubic centimeter for B and B/r respectively; these were centri-

fuged and the organisms resuspended in an aqueous solution containing 

O.I% NH4Cl, 0 .. 6%·anhydrous Na2HP04, 0.02% Mgso4 , anci 0.,05% NaCl; the 

resuspension titers were adjusted to about lola· or~anisms per cubic centi

meter; these preparations were kept at.refrigerator temperature and used fo~ 

perlodr .. of from two to six weeks without noticeable change except for a 

small initial fall in titer .. 

For irradiation, 0.,002 ml of an appropriate dilution of the· 

refrigerator suspension was loaded ~ means of a micropipette onto the surface 

of a small block of agar measuring 3 mm on each side. All irradiation pro-

cedures were carried out with ·such agar block preparatio~s.. After exposure 

each block was dropped into a test tube containing an appropriate quantity.of · 

the salt solution mentioned above, shaken well, and 0.1 ml quantities pipetted 

onto the surface of nutrient agar plates (in Petri dishes) and smeare9 evenly 

with ~bent glass rod. The plates were incubated at 370 c. for 16 to 18 hours, 

and counts made of the colonies. Determinations of survival fractions were made 

by comparing the counts with those from control blocks. handled in the same w~ 

but not irradiated. The assumptions were made that each colony represented a 

single surviving organism and that all survivors appeared as visible colonies; 

The accuracy of the block technique itself determined by repeated ruris without 

irradiation was within 5%. 
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X=rays 

~rimental procedure 

The 200 KV x=rayE used,were generated by a "Maxiip.ar 220 Therapy Unit 11
9 

manufactured by the General Electric X=ray Corpo, operated at 200 KVP and 

15 mao In mos"t instance.s 1 nun A1 filtration was used in addition to the 

inherent filtration of the machineo Doses in r·were measured with a Victor.een 

thimble chamber. 

In the majority of experiments 2 to 4 agar blocks were placed in a 
• 

cylindrical capsule made of luciteo The diameter of the capsule was 2o5 em, 

the height 3 cm9 the wall thickness 1.5 mm, the top thickness L5 mm and the 

bottom thicb1ess 9 mm. Several arrangements were used during irradiation: 
! . 

Io 6 to 12 capsules containing agar blocks were placed in a tight 

circ.le on a 2 mm thick plastic shelf at a distance of 17 em from. the ano,de o 

Doses were measured continuously during exposure by a.thimble chamber which 

,emerged.vertically through a hole in the shelf ~t the center of the circle 

and which.was located at the same distance as the blockso This chamber was 

connected to an 11Integron11 from ·which dose was read; 

II o a small circle of blocks was placed on the shelf without capsuleso 

Doses were measured in the same manner as in I; 

IIIo a circle of blocks was placed on a 2 mm thick plastic. platform 

30 em distant from the anodeo The platform was supported qy a thin metal rack 

and ;rotated at 1 ropom. with an electric motor during exposureo Doses were 

de~ermined qy measuring the dose rate with a Victoreen thimble chamber in the 

positibn of the blocks and. timing the exposures with a stop watch; 

IVo same· as III· ex~ept ~hat blocks were placed inside capsules. 

In order to test the import~~ce of radiation contributed by backsca~ter 

from the. agar blocks 9 as discussed in the next section on dosage, exper~ments 

·{{ 
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''·' l···'i-i'T' . were performed with the following" 1irrangements~ 

Vo . a circle of blocks was supported 1 on a Oo 25 mm thick sheet of luci te 
t.::J: ·.r .• .-r~~,_ •. t~t ··t·. J·~1•~c; '""'; _;:"):~~~ ···. c~L ~~ ... .i~.;.~ .. t.r--: ~-- ~_. ...~, ... ,_-

],_0 _em dis_tant from _the 1 mm Al filter (25 em from anode) o The luci t·e sheet 
:~~:.~ .;:i.l:~· t.• :,; ) ·.,'~- '.J:··\t.!·-~;:' .. i * 1 -~1 {j- :,(1 ~- ':!f;(< ~- :_{ ~-. • ·'"~·- .. ~ ·.. :-. - . ·. "- ~ 

.~5 em in diamete:r. was cemented at its periphery to a suppo1 ~ing lucite ring to 
~.'-- C''t' .. ,_ · ·. il -._. ·,j ·• '-~ ~- ~ ::. •. , ..,.!~;+_rJ., .· · · . , 

- ·_. -.. .. 

.. v_v}lich a long .lucite handle was attachedo This was held by a c_lamp and a ring 
.},1 ":.· .•• ~ r;'.!.-;..• ~. :: ~ .. _: ''!' ~ J ., - ~ • ~ .... ~:;.--~.~ .-.;.; ·::~ .. ~~- ..... ;_•; •• --

stand 2 feet ab,ove the floor and away from other objectso 
-~-~- ···~~ ·:_,~,._~~·- ·..::.·.~ --~J'---,· --~~-·~-~. :._:··_,- ... L ~~--.·.: .._. 

Doses were measured 

as in III: 
•"i·:,.. ).: ;. .,j. ~~! -:y. ; ._;_I-~J. "I :1 ... ......... ! . . ; ' ; '• ~:: ~j" . 

VIe similar to V except that agar blocks were placed ih a small snug 
---~:: l ' 1 -.. ~ J ' • '. • - c : . <:.. r ~r ~: j l .. r '; ~-

. ''"'. ~. 

lacunae. in a more extensive mass of agar held on the thin plastic sheet so 
- ., \...: .J •.. '"~;.... . ) ·, r ·-: ~~.·;: ··:~, ·)· .. ·~ .... ·· :· .... ~ ~. } :, .... 

that the bacteria were surrounded in all directions by at least 3 mm of agar. 
,'· ·~- !..·."') .. ~~.~ • ·~ :!.:. ·"~·~ ·.· •,.C," ~·~ l:_· '•r

1 1 ~ o ~-~· •~ 1 , , 0 ' ,.-; "'.J. ~ 

In order to irradiate organisms in atmospheres of gasses other than 
.. ~~-~ ~, -. :. ·: r :· ;.-t ... ..~ .... ;·. . ! ••.. -. 

~- ': _· . ;~ ""\ ~ 

air, agar blocks were put into capsules as described previouslyo The cap-
( t '"". } r • .--. '•.1':• ' .. ~:! .. r ... 
sule however now had a small hole drilled in the side wallo This was 

closed with a small but tightly fitting vial type rubber stopper. The 
·'· t ... : '' ~. • ' • ..4,: r 

desired gas was led from b. tank into the capsule by means of a hypodermic 
....... , - ,: . 

needle piercing the vial cap. A second needle served as outlet, and the 
\ 

gas was flushed through the capsule. When the needles were removed the gas 
L 

~ight capsule was conveniently handled and irradiatedo 
T .. ; 

Dosage · 

When a beam of x-rays enters an absorbing medium, e. g. water or tissue, 
·, 

'" f• ,1 

the density of ionization increases until a depth in the medium-=the transi-

tion thickness--is equal approximately to the maximum range of seconda~ 

electrons in the :medium (11).,. JWith·-the.x,..rays used in these experiments, 

where the maximum photon energy is 200' KeV and the photon energy emitted in 

gre~test intensity is approxi~ately 'lOC)" KeV (/..= Oo;l25 R), about 98% of the 

~nergy of secondary electrons belongs to Compton recoil electrons with maximum 

and mean energy equal approximately 87 KeV and 43 KeV respectively. The maxi..: 

mum range of these 87 KeV secondaries in water is about 100~ (61 Hence radiative 

' ' 
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equi~ibrium is reached after a thickness of 10~ of agar or tissue is 

traversed by th·e beam, and the dose, D, in rep* ~eceived by organisms ·ex= 

posed l,Ulder such a layer will be numerically equal to D where D ;is the . · 
. r r 

dose in r measured in air with the thimble chambero This is true since at 

this point the factor 773, which is the density ratio of tissue and air, 

comes into full playo 'However in the case where bacteria are spread on 

·the face of an ag~r.block, and when there is no thickness of agar or lucite 

above them or adjacent filter in which secondaries are generated, D 
rep. 

might be expected to be some;mat lower than D since the width of each 
r 

bacterium is ef the order of Oo5~ ~-a smali fraction of the transition 

thicknesso This complication.in the dosimetr,r of the problems turns out 

to be ~ortuitously negligible as will be seen from the results of 

experiments emploJ.:ing arrangements V, VI, vii and VIII (see Results); 

and this must be interpreted to mean that the backscatter from the agar 

block is not negligible as has ~een suggested (13) 9 but .indeed is so great 

as to put the surface effectively beyond the transition thickness, and 

justify the relationship D~ep = Dr in all of the experimental arrangements 

previously describedo 

The other form of dose which has been calculated from Dr is the 

actual energy absorption in the bacterial cell 

where io=l2 is the number 

,., 773 Dr x .32..,5 x Jo-12. ~v ; 113 
4o8 x lo-10 

of .cm3 / ~~ 32o5 is the number of electron volts 

required to produce an ion pair, and 4o8 lO~lO is the electronic. charge in 

* 1 re~ = 83 ergsJgm (12)o 
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. Deuterons 

Experimental Procedure 

The deuterons were accelerated in the University of California 

. 184· inch cyclotron to an energy of 190 MeV. _The particles .passed throug? 

an evacuated tube, having deen deflected out of.the acceleration 9hamb~~' 

, and emerged through an Al foil window into the air as a collimated beamo 

Physical measurements of the beam were made with ionization chambers .. and a· 

Faraday cage as described by Tobias et a1 (14, 15)., The energy of the 

particles to be used for bombardment was readily varied by introducing 

aluminum absorbers into·the beam in front of the preparation to be ir-

radiated. Deuterons porresponding to· two portions of the Bragg curve were 

. chosen for these experiments., The initial flat-portion of the curve, 

spoken of iri this paper as point A, was represented by the unfiltered 

190 MeVparticle beam; and the peak of the curve; spoken of as point C, 

was represented by the deuteron beam emerging from a thickness of aluminum 

(approximately 6.,4 em) such that the' density of ionization produced .in air 

was at a maximumo The average energy of the particles at point C was 
' . 

26 MeV (14). In this way particles with the greatest difference' in 

specific ionization were selected in order to compare their.relative 

effectiveness in killing the two strains of bacteriao 

The organisms were exposed on the surface of small agar blocks 

as in the x-ray experiments. In this case, however; 6 to 12 blocks were 

placed in a circle of outside radius 1/2 or 3/4 inch in a shallow lucite-

carsule. The inside diameter of the capsule was 2.5 em and its height 

2.2 mm. The t')p ·and bottom were each 0.,6 mm in ,thickness. During 

irradiation the capsule was centered in the beam and rotated at 4 r.p.mo 

I. 
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·.by means of a small electric motor to assure equal dosage to all of the 

blockso 

Do sa~ 

The dose, D in·rep 9 was given 'by the amount of ionization in an 

accurately known volume of air in the monitor chambero Now the energy 

loss in air of a 190 MeV deuteron, that is at Point Aj is 

air -· 8~27 x 10J _ev/cm · (16). 

and since at the peak ,of· the Bragg curve, point C where the low energy 

irradiation was carried out, ·':he 60% of the beam particles which. remain 

, (14) ·produce Jo 7 times a·::: much· ionization per cm3 air as at point A 

(where Jo 7 is the average ionization ratio obtained at points C and A 

in these experiments) the average energy loss per deuteron in air at 

point- C is given by 

( 
· iE ) . 

C d:x a.J.r 
( _ ~ ) . = 5ol0 X 104 eV/cmo 

A.· .dx a~r . 

From th~ above considerations, it is evident that the'number of deuterons 

passing through each cm2 of the sample, N, is given bw 

where 6o8 x 1010 is the factor required to convert energy ·absorption 

given_ in units of 1 reJ? = 83 ergs/gm to units of eV/cc 9f·.airo 
l' 

The .rate of energy loss per deuteron in ~issue p ::.1 1 will·be 

greater in air ~y the reciproca~ of the density of air, herice 

tissue 
8o27 X 1oJ 

lo29J X lO;..J 
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and 

c {- : ) tissue 
= 5.0 X 104 = 3.95 X 107 

·1.293 x lo-3 
eV/cm; ' 

and the energy absorption in the substance of the bacterium will be 

EV = N ( : J~J.ssue 
I 

······~······- .. ··-.-.~ ~ 

Alpha Particles· 

~erimental Procedure 

The 5.3 MeV ~-r~s emitted by naturally radioactive Po210 

were used for irradiation. The-source.consisted of i.3 me or Po210 

.•:. 

plated on the surface of a $mall disc of Ni.* The disc was'mounted on 

the lower end of a threaded brass screw which traveled down th_rough the 

top of a pl~stic hou~ing makin~ possible accurate adjustment of the 

distance between the source and the agar block surface by means of a 

knurled kncb. The agar block, bearing bacteria on its-upper surface, was 

placed on an adjustable platform mounted in a drawer near the bottom of 

the housingo In this way the upper surface of the block was adjusted · 

by means of a screw to the zero level •. Beginning .of irradiation was' 
I 

taken with a stop watch as the instant the drawer was closed bringing 

the block directly beneath the source disc. · A shoulder in the drawer 

immediately above the block level received thin aluminUm filters so 
' ' ~-·· 

that a-particles of,various energies could be chosen by· selecting 

suitable_ filter thickness and d?-stance between source and sample. The 

a.-particle energy ·a.s l(_ function of filter thickness and distance from 

; The Po210 source was obtained and prepared by the Eldorado Mining 
and Refining ·(1944) Limited of Ottawa, Ont. 

. I 
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the sample was immediately obtained from experi~entally obtained 

.Range~Energy relationships (17)., 
• I 

Dosage· 

The total activity, a, of the source was determined by 

counting ':with an impulse chamber the number of a-particles emergiz;tg 

through a thin window from an evacuated chamber of known geomet~o 

The source was locat~d in the chamber at the end opposite from the 

windowo 
. . 

a was measured on June 16,. 1950 to be 3o67 x 109 o. 

disintegrations per minuteo* 

Since the source of Po210 a-particles was a disc of radius 

R == 2o38 mm, and the perpendicular distance between source.and 

sample W?-S usually small (5~to 16 mm), it could not be considered 

a point source obeying the simple inverse square lawe· The numQer 

of.particles hittizig unit area of sample per. minute was calculated, 

after Zirkle· (18) as follows: 

For a sample area small in comparison to nR2 located d mni 

awey from the center of the source, the probability of an a-particle 

originati~g in the source element 2n rdr hitting unit area of the 

saniple, A, is 

p ""· A 
4-n--.-( d~2,___...+_r..,.2~) 

Hence the flux,.or the total number of particles from the su~tion of 

such elements which strike unit sample area per minute is given by 

= Ed!'t 
2cJ 

·r dr. 
~. 

* I am indebted to Mro Ao Gniorso of the Univers~ty of California 
Radiation Laborato~ for the measurement of a0 o 
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when n is the activity of the source per unit area, a/n R29 
x:.-l ~:c.~_·.~~ · ·- · .... -~ 

The above_ expression _ _for <P integra~es_ to_ 

.. ·. ;t.,.' . . . . ' . . . . ' ' . . .. '2~ - ., ' "2 
"i"" ,: nA X 2~3 X loglO d + R . 

4 . . . d2 
. . 1 . . . . . . . . .~ . . . ' 

For the p-grpo!3es of these ~~er~~~.n.~~- "dc:p0 w~s co,nputed for con= 
.. •. 

venience in terms of a/~~ min~. As an example, at d "" 10 mm, 

10 . ~-
cp == (2o06 x 1o8Y ·x io'"i.S' x 2.,3 x log10 100 + 5.,66 

0 ' 4 '. ' . . . 100 

In this· manner d4> 0 for ·any · d was readiiy · computed. It was 

then corrected for radioactive decay of the source to the date of 

experiment by· taking ·izito · ac:count the· half life of 138 days., The 

number of particles which passes through unit area of the sample, N~ 

is then obviously given by ~pe product of the/flux and the duration 

of exposure, N '"' ¢> t . 

. The energy absorption in the bacterial cell may be calculated 

from N and the .rate of energy loss of the a=particle in tissueo This 

energy_ loss may be obtained from experimentally determined Range•» 

Energy relationships or may be computed from Bethe 1 s stopping 

fo~a (ll)_o For the fast poloni~ alphas the two are equivalentj 

but when filters are interpos~_d ·and low energies used, the experi·

mental values are more reliableo The rate of energy l~ss at d = 10 mm, 

spoken of as point A of the Bragg curye, is lo07 MeV/cm air and at . 

point c, the peak _of the ~ragg curve where d = 33 .. 7 mm, the value is 

_2o04 MeV/cm air (taken.from data given by Livingston arid Bethe (17)) o 
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The energy absorption in the bac.terial cell is given by 

Ev = N e-.:) tissue 

In certain experiments where low energy a=particles were re= 

. quired, it was convenient to interpose an aluminum filter between 

sour~e and sample in order to avoid too great a distance d and hence 

·a low intensity' of radiatione Filter thicknesses of. 0~25, 0~50, and 

Oo75 mil were usedo Since the relative stopping power of aluminum 

compared to air for the a-rays is lo67 x 1oJ (19), a path length of 

Oo25 mil in aluminum is equivalent to 10.6 nun in air., On this basis 

the effective range in air and hence the energy of the bombarding 

particles could be selected at will, and the relative effectiveness 

at different portions of.the Bragg curve studied. 

Results 

x-rays 

In table I .are given the data from a typical experimental 

·determination of survival curve,s for strains B and B/r with x-rays; 

arrangement III (see Methods) was used in this particular case., The 

experimental data appearing in the taqle are the dose in kilorep~ 

the dilution which was transfe'rred to the agar block by means of the 

mi'cropipette, .the number 9f ml of· saline into which each block was 

dropped after irradiation, and the number of bacterial colonies 

counted.. From these data the percent survival was calculated; this 

also appears .in the table., Fig., 1 shows graphically that the· c~es ·· 

are exponential since the logarithm of the surv~ving fraction bears a 

linear relationship to the dose., In similar fashion twelve 

' 
determinations were made in the case of B and · si:Xt_een in the case 

,, 
• 
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of B/ro Table II presents these data together with the experimental 

arrangements usedo In each instance the logarithm of the surviving 
·, 

fraction was plotted as a function of dose 1 and straight line curves 

of best fit were drawn through the experimental pointso The mean 

slope, iii, was then computed for B and for B/r; from this figure the 

dose required to reduce the bacterial population to 1/e', or 36o8%, 

was determinedo This dose __ Js des_~gnated by D0 , and appears in the' 

tableo Fig;, 2 drawn from ~-and ~/r compares the relative sensi= 

tivity of the two strains of bacteria to x-rayse 
'"' 

Experiments performed to compare the survival of strain B 

organisms when irradiation was carried out with arrangements V1 VI 1 

VII, and VIII are an~zed in tables III and IVo . The ·mean numbers of 

colonies 1 M, given in table III represent survivals of 36% 1 37% 9' and 

36o7% following doses· of 2.1 500 r with bacteria (1) on the upper sur

face of single agar blocks, (2) sandwiched between pairs of blocks and 

(3) on ~locks inside plastic capsules respectivelyo The differences 

between means in this case are not significanto However 1 after 59 000 r 

doses given with bacteria (1) on the upper surface of agar blocks and 
J 

(2) on agar blocks placed in snug lacunae in a larger mass of agar, 

the-difference between mean survivals indicated in table IV, 1149 = 

1001 ~ 148 is statistically significanto This is seen by comparing 

the actudl difference with the product ofo- dM and the tv ratio at 

the 1% ~evelo For the8 degrees of freedom"in this case t 9 = 3o36, -

hence for a difference greater than t'o-dM ~ 3e36 x 42 ~ 141_ there is 

less than one chance in one hundred that it could be so great by ran= 

dom samplingo There is reason to believe therefore that the dose in 
I 

rep received bw bacteria on an ·agar block surface irradiated in air 
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is somewhat lower than Dro_ But from this last experiment it is seen 

that the ratio of mean survival is 1001/1149 ~ Oo88, a difference of 

only ~%o Now the dose is proportional to the logarithm.of survival~ 

so the difference in dose would be of the order of 2% and may be. 

neglectedo These results, as pointed out in the section on methods 9 

indicate the justification of pooling results of experiments using 

arrangements I, II, III and __ IV_ i~ ·determining nf and the mean ~0o 

. ~rom this latter quantity: the- value of (Ev) 
0 

is computed and appears 

in table XVIII o 
,. - .. ~ ....... ,.. 

Deuter~ 

Survival curv~s of both strains of Eo coli were determined with 

high and low energy deuteronso ~erimental data from the four ex= 

periments are given in tables V to XIo From figso 3 to 9 it is s~en 

. that ~dnential· curves WeJ?~ ~pta~ned as wi ~h x~rays since a st·rictly 

linear rel~tionship h~lds between the logarithm of the surviving 

fraction and the doseo It will be noted in the tables that logarithms 

of surviving fractions have in many cases been adjusted to higher orders 

for convenience in calcuiationo The straight lines shown on the 
. . 

graphs represent best fits determined qy the method of least squareso 

The equations of the lines are given in the tableso 

Again as with x=rays B/r is more re-sistant than B to the lethal 

act{on of the radiat~ono The other striking feature which presents 

itself is that slopes of'Point C.curves ~e steeper in all cas~s than 

those. of Point A curves. This indicates that the low energy particles 

are more efficient in killing the bacteria than the high energy· p·articles. 

The slopes taken from the least squares fits are gathered together 

in table ll·I together with the ratios of slopes (m0/mA)o The 'ratio 

•• 
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Table I 

~~ (ExpGr:lment 229) 

8 B/r 

' Uoso St.ock .m1. uo. ~ No •. f. 
in .Dllu- per (.;ol • Su.r- Col. ~u.r-
!Cl' llQ!l BlOOlc Count!!& !&v§! eoun~s v&vBA: 

0 .0001 2 1700 100 1588 100 

2 .0001 2 80) 47 UOJ 10 

4 .0001 2 )81 22 682 43 

6 .0001 2 219 lJ 421. Z1 

·a .0001 2 lJJ 7.8 263 17 

10 .001 a 527 ).i 1531 . 4io6 

12 .()01 . 2 2)) 1.4 1049 6.6 

14 .001 a ll2. .66 89.3 .s.6 

16 .001 2 46 .2:1 716 4.5 

18 .01 2 :t:/4 .16 1207 2 • .3 

20 .01 2 1.4.3 .ocu.' 178 l.S 

22 .01 2 ll2 ~066 1000 .94 

24 .01 2 54 .0.32 1079· .68 

·MU'I32S 

J 

i 

; .... '' 
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J· Table II 

B B/r 
-~ .. 

Exp •. ~p. S1opo E.xp. J>xp. 5lope 
/loa A££a m !foe &£r• Ill 

1 339 I 2,21 J4].A I 1 • .)5 ,. 
2 . 338 I 1,82 341D I 1.16. 

" 3 .3.36 IV 2.06 34lC .I 1.27 

4 .).)5 i 2,4.) .3.36 IV 0,9( 

5 3.34 I 1.98 335 I 1,lJ 

6 300 I 2.01 334• I 9.91 

7 282 I 2.12 .)00 I 1.10 

8 :i12 Il 1.98 283 I 1.10 

9 246 II 2.25 282 I 1,12 

10 2)3 Ill 1,g{J 27Y I 1 • .)6 

ll 230 Ul 2.24· 272 Il 1.21 

12 229 lii 1.8) 268 I 1.JQ 

lJ 2J.)A 11! 1.26 

l4 2338 Ill 1.22 

15 230 111 1,).) 

16 229 Ill 1.14 

..;. ;;;: 1;18 m • 2.05 

~ = . 0,182 ~= 0.126 

~M = 0.0.55 ~M: 0,0)25 

Do: 2,650 I' llo= 4i6l0 I' 

MU 1330 

/ 
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me/rnA serves as a measure of the relative effectiveness of _low energy. 
-·, 

and high energy deuterons. The significance of-this ratio is greater' 

than unity_ may be demonstrated qy_ multiplying o-M ~ 0.068 (table VII) 

by t ~ 3.71, selecting fiducial limits to include 99% of cases where 

the degrees of freedom are N-1 ~ 6. since this 

'is less than 0.33~ the difference between 1.33 and unity 9 the 

probability is well over o. 99 that me) 1. 
. - . . . rnA. 

From 'mA ap.d 'IDC ~or B and B/r given in table XII the dose, D09 

necessary· to produce 36.8% survival .was calculated. V~ues of D
0 

obtained in this way are as follows: 

BA 9 Do ., 3,060 rep; 

Be Do "" 2,439 rep: 

B/rA' D0 
=< 5,080 rep; 

B/re 9 D0 = 3~750 rep. 

From these values N
0 

and (~v)o were calculate'd as indicated 

in the section on dosage. These values are listed in table XVIIIo 

Survival curves for both strains of organism were determined 

experimentally qy' maintaining a fixed distance between source and 

sample and timing the various doses with a stop watch. The a=particle 

flux 9 dqp~,for any di~tance, d9 between source and-sample is known 

from calculation (see Methods) •. The dose, N, in terms of a/t-t2 is 

thus_ giv~n qy d<:Pt_ • In tables XIII and XIV the surviv'ing fractions 

for graded doses are given. The straight line curves of best Tit, 

determined by the method of least squares and drawn ~hrough the 

points, are shovm in figs. +O and 11. The equations appear on the 

\ 
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Table 'l-a 
(:'_xpc!'l.incnt 3~) 

:3/!'f, 

;)ose ~, .. .,.Col. lic.,Gol. .;t.ock I'll 
,. 
I' ::.:ur- i" ..;101'- l-o41JAII l..og Jor;e 

in :.:owit.ed .::ow1t.ed ilUu- per ViVlll YiVU ;iur- ~~urv. lller~t-

·:re2 til ·!2 t.io:1 illoclt ;tl 12 vival l'ract.ivn :Jient_ 

(') 1,5S 4~ti .~n1 10 lCX.> 10') lvO 2.VOO l 

J.;)} 581 627 ,001 5 t>J.J 7'1.2 7:1.·3 l.~;i,) 2 

u.·J6 8:.?5 tlf.h) .001 J ;i).'i 5?..J 53.1 1.72) J 

' 
,001 J..5 

12.12 .1600 .ol 10 34.9 34.9 1.!>43 5 

15.15 . 2)50 252iJ ,01 s 25.,) 2'/.) 26.4 1.422 6 

18.18 Ji.95 2•)57 ,()1 J 20.'1 13.5 17.2 1.2,);; 7 

'I = -J.ll'i :1. ... 2.12 

MU 1334 
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' . 
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DoH ·lllo.Col. lo.Col.· lo.Ciol. llo.Col. StootS 
1n ColmW COimt.e4 c-w Collllt..S DUu-

!DR 11 & ~~ ,. ·wa 
0 458 4S8 Ua uti ·.001 

).0) 6)2 6lS 541 S88 ~001 

6.06 789 8)S (llJ. 792 .• oo1· 

9.09 969 82S 816 .001 

u.·u un U7S lOSo. ~Ol 

1s.u 1419 1266 lSSl 96S .01 

18.18 2l1J 1SS7 . 1674 1454 .01 

/ 

-21:.-

Table V-11 
(~nt 332) 

B/rc 

Ill ;l sv:. ~SUP- ~ s--
1*'. 'ri.Yal nftl .'ri,Yal, 

!Y.!!.S 11 ra ~;I 

10 100 100 100 

s 68.8 67.0 58.9 

) Sl.6 ~.6 40.1 

l.S )1.7 27.0 

10 2S.2 25.6- u.s 
s 19.8· 1J.8 16.9 

) . , lJ.S 10.2 10.9 

7 • -o.1ss x + 2.14 

' . 

• au--
'ri.Yal. 
Ia 

lDO 

64.1 

S1.7' 

26.6 

~-s 

9.S 

1 I 
I 

"- J.os 
Sill'- :sur.. 

!&!!& fnotJ.oll 

lnO 2.000 

64.7. 1.811 
' ''• 

49.5 1.69S 
' 

28.4 •1.45) 

24.7 l.;J9J 

~.2 1.1.82 

U.l. l.QU 

MU 1335 · 
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Table VI 

. (Bxper1mont 253) 

Doae ao. St.oolc ral " Lq Dorio 
1n Col. DUu- per Sur- SUI'Y. l.Don-

&:!e Ccmnt.!ll ·~SB §!QpJs DW Fn.oW.s !!!!fi' 

0 1900 .001 4 lOO 4.000 0 

leO) 62,) .001 2 16.4 ).215 1 

6.06 lTI .Dol 1 4.94 2.694. 2 

BA 9.09. 564 .01 2 1.47" 2.167 l 

lS.lS )6.3 .1 ,) 0.142 1 .• 152 " 
18.18 1~ .1 2 0.040 o.J97 6 

1 ; -o~S47 x 4 ).86 

0 1900 .001 4 100 4.000 0 

).0~ sss .• 001 a 14.7 .).167 .1 

6.0 ))0 .001 1 4.)2 2.6)5 a 
B o 
c 9.0S ab1 .01 a 0.699 1.844 l 

12.12. 206 .01 1 o.m 1..441 4 

lS.lS 12S .1 ) 0.049 0.692 s 

1 • -o.6S2 X + )o94 

MU 1337 

· .. 
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'.Dose Mo. 
1n Col. 

K£!e ·. ~!!!H.!& 

0 452 

).0) 4Sl 

6.o6 258 

BA 9.09 2J9 

l2ol2 248 

1.5.1.5. .)87 

18.18 496 

.0 452 

.),OJ JlS 

6.06 lSl 

Be 9.09 192 

12.12 w 
lS.lS 286 

18.18 228 

-30-

Table VIII 
(_Bxperlment 245) 

StoGie ml 1> 
Dllu- pen' Sur-
UOD !Q.!EIS yJ,v!J\ 

.001 4 -100 

,001 2 49.8. 

.ool l 14.2 

.01 2 2.6). 

.o1 l 1 • .37 

.l 
; 

3 0.642 

.1 2 O.S49 

·y = -o.uJ x • a.96 

.col 4 100 

.001 2. Js.o 
· .·oo1 l ts.U 

,;01 2 2.12 

Log 
Sun~ 

FJ:!!!f=~S!D 

).000 

2.697 

2.lS2 

lo403 

l.lJ7 

0.607 

0.7.)9 

3~000 

2.S44 

1•92S 

1.)26 

.01 l o. 7'17 . 0.901 

.l .) 0.47) o.67S 

.l 2 o.2s2 0.401 

T : -o.449 21: • 2.89 

. MU 1341· 

Dose 
Incire--· 0 
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s 
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Doeo No •. 
1n Col. 

Kae Count: f.!& 

0 60:> 

).OJ 878 

B/rA 9.09 640 

12.12 521 

15.15 81.9 

. 18.18 S~7 

0 600 

).0) 918 

6.06 SOl 

~~"c, 9.09 ,467 

12.12 17S 

15.15 186 

l8.1S 315 

~-

-32-

'i'a'ble IX 
(Experiment 24.5)' 

S\ock ml ~ 
Dilu- per· Su:r-
t!2!! fJJQ!!5 YJ.!M 
.001 4 1.00 

.001 2 73.2 

.001 1 26.7 

.01 4 a·.oe 

.01 2 6.82 

.o1. 2 4.47 

.f a .0.2)9 X + 2.04 

. 
.001 4 100 

.oo1 2 76.5· 

.001 2 u.? 

.001 1 l9oS 

.01 h. 2.92 

.01 2 leSS 

.01 2 2.6) 

7 : -o.))2 X + 2ol2 

\ 

I , 

Los ·Dooe 
Sur't'. lncre--

il:ln!l!l ms!a!l 

2~000 0 

1.864 1 • 

~ 

1.427 ). 

0.9)9 4 

0.11)4 .. 5 

0.650. 6 

2.000 0 

1.884 1 

1.620 2 

1.290 J 

o.46s 4 ... 
0.190 ' Oo42D 6 

MU 1343 
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Doe• No. 
1n Col. 

'~!:!!! Count!!! 

0 728 -
).OJ 3~ ,. 
6.06 .381 

6A '].09 'flO 

l2.l2 1025 

15.15 910 

18.1!:1 109.5 

0 728 

).OJ 327 

6.06 l86 

Be 9.09 1)2 

12.12 1JJ 

15.15 106 

18.18 91 

' 
~.-

Table X 
(Experiment 235) 

3t.oclc ml f. 
DUll- per Sur-
tie BlcS!S vi val 

.001 4 100 

.001 2 23.9 

.• 001 1 J.J.l 

.o~ J 10.0 

.o1 1 5.22 

.1 .5 1 • .57 

.l 2 0.7.5 

J ; -0oJ27 X + 2.88 

.001 4 lOi) 

.001 2 16.9 

.001 1 5.02 

.01 J 1.12 

.o1 1.5 0 • .59 

'l 

·~ 
.5 o.L.o 

.1 2. 0.062 

1 = -o.52 ~ • 3.82 

Log Dose 
Sun. In oro-. 

fra2~ moot 

J.:>oo 0 

2.J7i! 1 

2.117 2 

2.000. .3 

1.717 4 

1.1';16 s 
0.876 6 

4.000 0 

J.2JJ 1 

2.700 2" 

2.050 3 

1.770 4 

1.220 5 

0.793 6 

MU 1345 
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.• 

~· llo. 
·in Gol. 
1m ~ 

0 Jltl" 

),OJ 650 

6.06 592 

8/~,. ,.09( 611 
12.13 VU.1 

u.u W6 

18.11 1040. 

0 ,., 
).0) 452 

6.CI6 Jta 

ri/rc 9~09 )1'1 

u.u )08 
. ( 

18oli ,. 

'l'able u . 
(~t836) 

a.,.• al ~ 
DlJ.ua pep suo-
MAG . .. J?..ftl. 

.001 4 100 

·.001 2 ''·' 
.001 1 2'/.a 
.01 I J 14.7 

oOl· a.s 12.1 

.01 lo2S 6,6J 

·.1 . 6.25 '·G'I 
7: ..O.JQ9.& 9 lo9) 

,001 4 100 

.001 2 )6.6 

.001 1 l6e2 

.01. ' 6.?8 

.01 loiJ le'lll · 

.1 / '·25 l•.J6 

7· a ..O,Jl? z • 1.~ 

lq llGM 
SmPW, lllOI'IID ,_..._ _, 
a.ooo 0 

1.m 1 

loU4 a 
1cl67 , 
1.01) . 4 

Ooea.l . . 5 

0.761 ' 
a.o.oo. 0 

1..56) 1 

1.aw a 
o.l)l , ,, 

O,IJ9 "' 
o.us ,. 

MU1347 ~ 
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table so .Again survival is exponential. ari.d strain B/r is more resistant . ' 

to the a=radiation than strain Bo 

In order to test the efficienqy of a-particles of various 

energies in killing the bacteria, irradiation was carried out at 

selected points along the particle rangeo · By 'selecting suitable 

filter thickness and distance, d, survivals at various points on the 

Bragg curve were determined for fixed dose in terms of a/~2 o Table XV 

gives survival. fractions ootained in six experiments for B and B/ro 
- 1. • 

The exp~riments .35.3, .354, J5610N = .3 a/tJ-2 and in experiment .36.3 

lON ~ 2o 7 a/p.2 o In both experiments on strain B, 10N = 2o 25 a/112 o 

' These data in ~raphical form are shown in figso 12 and 1.3o Here the 

percent survival is plotted as a function of the residual range in 

air in the same manner as the Bragg curve itself is a. plot of 

Specific J..onization as a function of rangeo In the case of B/r it is. 

apparent that the a=particles are more efficient at lower energyo 

The two experiments on B leave room for doubto Th~refore several 

determinations were made at d = 10o25 mm and at d = .3lo45 for both 

strainso ·Table XVI gives data from these ~xperiments which demon= 

strate a significant difference in the effectiveness .at the two points 

on the Bragg·curve in the case of both. organisms, the low energy 

particl~s being the more effective in killingo 

From all survival data gathered at d = 10 mm, the mean dose, 

10N
0

• resulting in J6o8% survival 9 was computed (table XVII)o Curves 

drawn for B and B(r from these means are shown in figo 14o 

The r~te of. energy loss of a=particles at d = 10 mm, io eo 
_. . 

with resd.dual range equal :to . .38o 7 = 10 = 28o 7 mm, is lo07_ MeV/ym (17) o 

I 10 
Froii\ this figure and from · Nq the energy· absorption in the cell 

.. , 
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(E ) is calculated as described in the section on Methodso The 
- v 0 

corresponding dose in rep~ D01 is then obtained-qy dividing (Ev)o 

by 5lo9 since 1 rep = 83 ergs/gm corresponds to the absorption of_ 

5lo9 eV per cubic micron of tissueo These values appear in table 

. XVIIIo 

Target Considerations 

.Assuming killing of the bacterium· 'by radiation to be a target 
I ' . ' 

phenomenon of a one=hit type 9 the size of the target may be computed9 

If it is further assumed that,the target is a spherical volume of 

radius~ 'r~ the ~>implest method of calculation for x~reys rests ·on _ 

the supposition that an ionization in any portion of the target 

volume results_ in cell inacti.vationo 

Now the number of ion pairs formed per cubic micron in the 

bacterium~ to produce inactbration 9 can be e:>.::-pressed qy 

where D0 is the inactivation dose~ 773. is the density ratio of water 

and air 11 10=12 is th~ number of cubic: micr.ons per cubic cE~ntimeter, 

and 4,8 x 10=lO is the elec:tro~ic charge in eoSoU.o D
0 

forB and 

B/r determined experimentally are 2:~650 r and 4 9 610 r respectiv:elyo 

Hence the corresponding jgs are 4o27 x 1oJ and 7o43 x 103 ion pairs 

per cubic microno Since inactivation now implies the a\rerage of one 

ionization per target 9 the target volume is equal to the reciprocal 

of j ~ or for B and B/r ~ 2o 34 X 10...;,4 113 and lo35 x 10=4 11.3 respec= 

. tivelyo T'.he targe-t:- diameters and areas are determined from these 

values as in the following exampleg for B? 

I ' 
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-L:.l• 
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'- . 

.,.,. Ull 
(-..!ilenu 3'5. "',. . .. t'• 

J ' 
.. 

Don lo,;. •' .8\oCI!c ai • Loa ,... .. !D Clol,; DU... ,.. ~ -.. . lDOII'e-
·~e. a CouDt.ed • ... !lW 'Mia .. 

>, 
·o Uoo oOOl a.o 100 ).0100 ·o 

),;OJ 501 -~ loS .. , ,..,, :·1 
' ·I '·01 274 .001 1.0 6.aa 1o79J. .I 

,.·w 190 .01 )oO 1.)0 1•114 -· ' '. 

11.1 Jl9 .01 1.0 0.71e8 OA4 .. ... 4 ' . 
u.a .,, 

.1 ;.o 0.)11 o ••• ' ·:·.· 
F :: ..o.su a • a.~ .;. 

'· 

0 1289 .001 lO 100 ).ooo:: 0 

'·" 142 •• ' 16.9 
... ... 1 

. '1/• 11.1 115 .Gl 8 ~14· ·~;)0: .a 

lS.l· as .01 a 
.. 

.. 1 ' ·:a. ' . 
6· 

)0~1. 11 1 '1, :a.,s 
F ~ -o,S.SJ ._a + ).0)·· 

,.U;1!80~: 
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, . 

Hence 

and 

' 
v = !± n r3 = '2.34 x lo=4 !13. 

3 

r = (3/4 x 1/n x 2.34 x lo=4) 1/3 = 38.3 m!J., 

The target area then is nr2 = o0046 p.2• 

In considering target sizes as determined by deuteron and 

a.-particle experimet:ts ~ · the assumption is made that if' a particle path 

traverses any portion of th~ target volume inactivation results. This 

follows from the fact that densi·ty of ionization about these tracks 

is so great that ionization of the target is a certain consequence to 

its being hit by a particle. Therefore the target area is merely the 

reciprocal of N
0

, the tota~ number of particles passing through each 

!12 of the-bacteria corresponding to the inactivat~on dose. The method 

of computing N
0 

was given in the section on Methods. 

These values are summarized for the· various radiations in 

.table XVIII. It should be noted here that in the calculations as 
-

outlined no account was tru{en of overlapping ion clusters cr'of delta 

rays. When Lea 9 s improved method of calculation (6) is used the tar= 

get diameters for B and B/r· with x=rays are approximately 190 Jill and 

130 ~ respectively; for the fast deuterons these values become a9out 

260 m(.L and 210 ffii.L; for slow deuterons 320 lllj.t and 240 IIl!J.; and for x-rays, . 
1020 ffi!1 and 850 mp.. These improved values are also listed in the tableo 

It is readily se.en that the apparent target size increases as 

one progresses from x-rays to a.=rays. This can be explained according 

:to target theory by a flattened shape of target.=-rather th_an a sphere 

as originally assumed=-so t.11at a greater ratio of area to volume makes 

it more readily hit by the dc.msely ionizing particles. Or the target 

may consist· of a number of parts, a hit in any one of whict causes 

I" 

.• 
i ·' 

(" 
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deatho However this reasoning demands that deuterons of low energy 

be less efficient than those :of high energy .in killing s~nce C!ne 

particle· path intercepting t,he target area results in deatho The 

same obtains in the case of. a=particleso Results presented here how= 

ever indicate the opposite to be the oase 9 .ioeo~ low energy deuterons 

are more efficient than high energy deuterons 9 and slovJ a~particles 

are more efficient than fast ones" 

Mention should be made here of certain experiments/where 

irradiation was carried out ·with the organ.i.sms in a n.i trogen a'tmos= 

phere ·rather than air~ because this also effects the apparent target 
. I 

size~' Table nx contains data from such an exper~ent using stra.i.n 

B/r:o T't~e bacteria tolerated ·the radiation very much better while in 

nitrogen as can be seen in .fig; 15 where the nitrogen curve is com= 

pared to the av·erage curve in airo Essentially similar results have 

been reported by Hollander (21) a 

It lll8Y be noted here also that when bacteria were irradiate_d 

with x=rays in an atmosphere of argon steeper surviiral curves were 

found than when irradiatioll. was carTied opt in air (22) o By passing 

the x=ray beam through a layer of argon contained· between drumheads 

of' very thin eylon while the bacteria themselYes were :i.n air during 

irradiation~ this eff.eet was shown to be due to an increased dose of 

ionization caused by secondary radiation arisi.ng :in the argono In the 

case of a=ir-xadiation 9 however 9 preliminary exp-eriments indicate a 

degree of protective action from argon~ at least-in the case of 

strain B., Table XX and figo 16 indicate that in spite ci the increased 

dose of ionization demonstrated by the x=ray· experiment 9 strain B ' 

tolerates a=bomba;r-dment in argon better than in a1ro 
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Discussiqg 

In eJ.l the e:xpe.rimen ts reported in this. study survival of the 

organisJiJS J..s en ex:poneetial function of tho 'dosG, e:·q.oressed by 
<J 

nhere n is the number of bacteria surviving c dose D, n
0 

is the 

initial .number wf bacteria, and l:: is a constc..nt of proportionality;, 

This result egrees with previous reports (2, 4, u, 10), and is evidence 

that some !!0-t e.ct_i£!! is responsiblr:. for death of the bacterial cell. 

It also fol10VJS th2.t Vlhen survival is 36. s;:.; i.e" nhen 

n = O,J68 = e-1 
no 

D 1 = 
lc 

D nmr represents that dose corresponcliDC to an B.vera;_~e of one 
.c 

effective unit action per celL Iriterpreted accordin; to target 

the9ry, tl::i.s dose corresponds more specifically to an Everage of one 

hit per cell in the sensitive target; and k is a measure of the tar-

get size, 

lmother feature of the results obtcdned here is th0-t D
0 

shows 

a graded j_ncre[;.se e.s one progresses from x-ra;ys to· fast deuterons, to 

a.-1 .. article s. '!'his also is in· agre(~;:{ent. r:i th ~:r8vious result::; (2, 1), 

6), e.nd is to be expected accordin[; to tar;_:~et t.J::teo17 · slnce B.n:.' more 

tl:an <:t s'il?&;le ionization or unit action, in the target, is tumecessary 

to :.:;roll.uce death of the cell. Hence the Elore dtJnsely ionizi11g radia-. ' 

deliv<n~ an ovsrabundcnce of dos.e, e.re therefore less · 

efficient in killing. 

It fiiJ.i be noted hmvever that e.s one go8s ·from high, energy· 

. I 
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deuterons to low energy deuterons, ioeo, to more densely ionizing 

particles, D0 decreases, as pointed out in the last sectiono This 

is also the case when irradiation with a-particles is carried out at 

points A and C of the Bragg curve" This result is directly opposed 

to target theory (6) unless modification is introduced" A somewhat 

similar result was reported by Pollard and Farro ( 20) when bacteria-

phage was irradiated with deuteron· of various energies" 

Since the survival curves are indeed exponential, the conclusion 

seems inescapable th·at the probability of inactivating a sensitive 

"target" (with a given number of incident particles) increases with 

the density .of ionization along the particle track, at least in the 

case of deuterons and in the case of a-particles" This phenomenon is 

seen with both B and B/r, and from these data appears to be the same. 

in the two organisms. Furthermore since the apparent target size in-

creases with the density of ionization, one is led quite naturally to 

the hypothesis that a spread of effect of ionization which varies with 

ion density is an important factor in inactiv~ting the target" In 

other words if one postulates a cylinder of influence centered on the 
I 

particle path 9 the radius of whicf:l increases with ion density, and 

which will inactivate the target if the cylinder and target overlap, 

a workable model is availableo The fact that an approximate~ 

cylindrical volume containing ion pairs, excited atoms, and free 

radicals surrounds the particle path is well known (6) ~ the only 

additional point needed here is that the ·distance from the track at 

which target inactivation may oc.cur must, va.ry vdth ion density" 

The gas experiments indicate that orygen may be i~portant in this 

phenomenon since its exclusion during irradiation decreases the radio~ 

•, 
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sensitivity of the bacteriao. Hollander (21) has shown that th·e re= 

sistance to radiati.on may 1>3 even further increased by g:rowing E. coli 

anaerobically and irradiating in the absence of oxygen. We have, 

then, evidence of ~ target mechanism which is influenced by factors 
' . . 

usually thought of in connection with secondary effects. 

The relative radiosensitivity of strains B and B/r has been 

discussed by Witkin (23)o She offered evidence'in support of the 

idea that a threshold for radiation effect has been increased in B/r. 

This threshold presumably lies in the energy range of ultraviolet 

photons and leads to a multiple hit curve with such irradiationo 

-With x-rays it is supposed that the change alters the probability of 

a-hit in the target being effective~ Morse and Carte~ (24) found.that 

cells of strain B/r contain three to four times as much desoxyribose 

nucleic acid as cells of the parent strain B. If nucleic acid is 

thought of as being intimately related'to the target, this woUld sug-

·gest a larger target in B/r. However, we have shovm the target in 
. I • 

B/r to be smaller, or at' least more difficult to inactivate, hence a 

further problem ar~seso 

'At the present time the model which we have suggested together 
\ 

with further possible seconda~J ~nfluences, such as local protective 

action of the nucleic acid, in B/r, would seem•to be compatible with 

experimento 

Summary 

Aerobically grovm Escherichia coli strain B and its naturally 

occurring radiation re.sistant mutant strain B/r were irradiated in 

air with x-r~s, deuterons, and a-particles. , In all cases typical 
I 

e;q>onential ·survival surves were obtained. In this respect ,the 
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bacteria behaved as would be expected according to simple target theory. 

B/r. was fu ·all cases more resistant than B. 

· Contrary to expectations based ·on target theory Y hovvever, both 

strains were killed more efficiently b7 low energy deuterons than by 

high energy deuterons. This same reversal was found in the case of 

a-rays, ~ow energy par~icles being more effective than high energy 

particle so 

When x-irradiation was carried out in a nitrogen atmosphere, 

survival was increased over that in air. Such a protection was also 

demonstrated for argon in the case of strain B bombarded with a= 

particles. 

In view of these departures f~om target theory predication, 

·while at the same time survival remains a strictly _exponential . 

function of dose, one is led to a modified target hypothesis--that. 
I 

the 11target 11 may be inactivated not only by an ionization occurring 

within its volume, but also by energy transferred from the track of 

the ionizing particle through a finite distance in the cell; and 

further~ that the probability of this latter mechanism resulting in 

target inactivation at a given dista~ce increases with ion density 

along the track. 

That the presence of o~Jgen elli1ances the effectiveness of ir= 

radiation of·these bacteria is also demonstrated. 
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